
 
 
Launching the Survey:  
Communications Guide 
  

 

Key info  
Dates:   Survey open: 12 May (for up to 3 months, depending on response levels) 

Site:  autistica.org.uk/research/top10/ 

Survey link: autistica.org.uk/research/survey/ (request paper copies via contact below) 

Contact: Rebecca Sterry via Top10@autistica.org.uk or call 056 011 88981 

 

Social media 
Twitter: #AutismPriorities 

Suggested tweets:  

Where would you direct autism research? Have your say on #autismpriorities in the 

 @LindAlliance @OfficialNIHR survey autistica.org.uk/research/survey 

 

Best way to increase autism research funding? Consult the community. Voice 

your #autismpriorities here: autistica.org.uk/research/survey/ 

 

Get autism research to focus on what matters to you as a parent. Complete 

this @lindalliance survey autistica.org.uk/research/survey/ #autismpriorities 

Guidance for tweets:  

- Include the hashtag #autismpriorities where possible. 

- Encourage sharing ‘please RT’ 

- Include leading organisations as well as your own name for credibility: @Autistica @Autism @AutismResearchT 

@Autism_Alliance @Lindalliance @OfficialNIHR 
 

Website & e-newsletters 
Please promote the survey on your homepage, using the Top10 logo (top right of this page, file attached to this email). 

Utilise any information on the Top10 website: https://www.autistica.org.uk/research/top10/ or alternatively, use the 

following templates as a basis to communicate the aims of the survey with your networks:  

 

Email templates (can be amended to put in newsletters and websites) 

 

To send to schools:  

[Subject line: Let your staff and parents have their say in where autism research should be directed]. 

 

Dear X 

 

A survey has been launched this week as part of a consultation led by research charity Autistica, bringing together 

organisations, individuals with autism, carers and clinicians to identify their research priorities in the field of autism. We 

ourselves are contributing as partners on the initiative along with others such as the National Autistic Society, the 

Autism Alliance and Autism Research Trust. 

 

As a school in touch with both parents and professionals who experience autism on a regular basis, we encourage 

you to get your staff to take part in the survey and to circulate the link amongst your parental network to ensure that 

every group within the community is heard. The survey here takes just 5 minutes to complete and is open to anyone 

with a personal or professional connection to autism. 
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This is an independent & transparent James Lind Alliance initiative, well-respected by the National Institute for Health 

Research (NIHR) and other research funders as it is an inclusive consultation giving the whole community the 

opportunity to develop a list of Top 10 research priorities. The goal is to increase government funding for autism 

research and the process has a track record of success, incentivising researchers to respond to patient priorities and 

bringing greater cohesion amongst organisations.  

 

Together we can ensure a brighter future for those affected by autism. For more information visit: 

www.autistica.org.uk/research/top10/   

 

Thank you for your cooperation 

 

To send to professionals who work with individuals with autism:  

[Subject line: James Lind Alliance with NIHR – survey on autism research priorities] 

 

Dear colleague, 

 

A survey has been launched this week as part of a consultation led by research charity Autistica, bringing together 

organisations, individuals with autism, carers and clinicians to identify their research priorities in the field of autism. We 

ourselves are contributing as partners on the initiative along with others such as the National Autistic Society, the 

Autism Alliance and Autism Research Trust. 

 

As a professional working with individuals with autism, we encourage you to take part in the survey here to give your 

perspective on where research should be directed. The survey takes just 5 minutes to complete and is open to anyone 

with a personal or professional connection to autism. 

 

This is an independent & transparent James Lind Alliance initiative, which if you are not familiar with it, is well-

respected by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) and other research funders as an inclusive 

consultation giving the whole community the opportunity to develop a list of Top 10 research priorities. The goal is to 

increase government funding for autism research and the process has a track record of success, incentivising 

researchers to respond to patient priorities and bringing greater cohesion amongst organisations.  

 

Together we can ensure a brighter future for those affected by autism so please make your opinions count. For more 

information visit: www.autistica.org.uk/research/top10/ and please forward the link on to colleagues or individuals with 

a connection to autism so that we can receive a wide range of responses from all within the community. 

 

Thank you for your cooperation 

 

General email to send to individuals, families and carers:  

[Subject line: Let us know your priorities for autism research and help increase funding]. 

 

Dear X 

 

A survey has been launched this week as part of a consultation led by research charity Autistica, bringing together 

organisations, individuals with autism, carers and clinicians to identify their research priorities in the field of autism. We 

ourselves are contributing as partners on the initiative along with others such as the National Autistic Society, the 

Autism Alliance and Autism Research Trust. 

 

You will probably have a lot of unanswered questions about the condition and a good idea of what knowledge and 

support would make a difference to your quality of life or those that you care for or work with. We therefore encourage 

you to take part in this survey here and let us know where you think research should be directed in the future. It will 

take just 5 minutes to complete and is open to anyone with a personal or professional connection to autism. 

 

This is an independent & transparent James Lind Alliance initiative, well-respected by the National Institute for Health 

Research (NIHR) and other research funders as it is an inclusive consultation giving the whole community the 

opportunity to develop a list of Top 10 research priorities. The goal is to increase government funding for autism 
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research and the process has a track record of success, incentivising researchers to respond to patient priorities and 

bringing greater cohesion amongst organisations. For more information visit: www.autistica.org.uk/research/top10/.  

 

Please take part in the survey and make yourself heard. Please also forward this email on to anyone else that you 

know with a connection to autism so that we can receive a good level of responses from the whole community. You 

could send it on to your own family members, carers or healthcare professionals. 

 

Thank you for your help. 
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